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Natriuretic peptides (NPs) are a family of cardiac- and vascularderived hormones that are well known for regulating blood
pressure, but their expression in the brain poses an intriguing yet
unanswered question concerning their roles in the nervous system.
Here, we report several unique activities of these hormones in
regulating axonal development of dorsal root ganglion (DRG)
neurons in the spinal cord. First, the C-type NP (CNP) is expressed
in a restricted area of the dorsal spinal cord and provides a cue that
is necessary for bifurcation of central sensory afferents. Second, in
the culture of embryonic DRG neurons, CNP stimulates branch
formation, induces axon outgrowth, and attracts growth cones.
Furthermore, these activities are mediated by cyclic guanosine3ⴕ,5ⴕ-monophosphate (cGMP) signaling and can be elicited by other
members of NP hormones. Thus, NPs represent a new class of
extracellular factors that regulate key axonal processes during
development. Because their receptors are present in many regions
of the embryonic and adult brain, we propose that these hormones
have wide influence on the development and function of the
nervous system.
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trial natriuretic peptide (ANP), brain NP (BNP), and
C-type NP (CNP) are 3 structurally related peptide
hormones (22- to 32-aa residues) that are involved in homeostatic control of body water and salt (1). They are predominantly produced by the heart and blood vessels in response to
increased blood pressure. They are synthesized as peptide
precursors (or preprohormones) and cleaved by proteases
before or after secretion. The mature hormones stimulate
natriuresis and blood vessel relaxation by binding to 2 natriuretic peptide receptors (NPRs), Npr1 and Npr2 (also known
as NPR-A and NPR-B), that catalyze the production of cyclic
guanosine-3⬘,5⬘-monophosphate (cGMP).
Since the first discovery of NPs in the heart nearly 30 years
ago, it has been found that both NPs and Npr receptors are also
expressed in the brain, with CNP and Npr2 being the most
abundant (1). Cell culture studies have implicated NPs in
regulating transmitter release, synaptic transmission, and neuronal survival (2), but their physiological roles in the nervous
system remain to be established. In addition, the transcripts
encoding the precursor of these hormones are found in the
developing nervous system (3), and in vitro studies have
suggested their potential involvement in neural development
(4, 5), but their precise functions in vivo are not clear (2).
Recent studies of cGMP signaling provided some hints on the
possible functions of NPs in axonal development. Activation of
cGMP signaling, either by pharmacological reagents or by
overexpression of the downstream cGMP-dependent protein
kinase I (PrkG1), promotes branch formation of cultured embryonic dorsal root ganglion (DRG) neurons (6). Genetic deletion of PrkG1 leads to the disruption of sensory axon bifurcation, a branching process that creates 2 axons from 1, in the
developing spinal cord (6, 7). An identical defect is also present
in a spontaneous mutant mouse (cn) with a mutation mapped to
the Npr2 gene (7), suggesting that CNP, the ligand that prefer18016 –18021 兩 PNAS 兩 October 20, 2009 兩 vol. 106 兩 no. 42

entially binds to Npr2, could be the environmental cue responsible for generating bifurcated axonal branches. These results
suggest an intriguing hypothesis that NPs provide a general
extracellular mechanism to regulate different processes, such as
branching and guidance, during axonal development via the
regulation of cGMP signaling.
To test this hypothesis, we first examined a spontaneous
mouse mutant with a mutation in the Nppc gene encoding the
CNP precursor and found a similar bifurcation defect during
sensory afferent development. In addition, we conducted a
systematic analysis of the functions of NPs in axonal development by using the primary culture of DRG neurons. We found
that NPs positively regulate axon branching, outgrowth and
guidance, and these activities are mediated by their cognate
receptors and cGMP signaling. Thus, our study provides direct
genetic and biochemical evidence to demonstrate several unique
functions of NPs in axonal development and suggests broader
roles of these hormones in the development and function of the
nervous system.
Results
CNP Precursor Is Expressed in the Developing Spinal Cord. To un-

derstand the potential in vivo function of NPs, we first used
RNA in situ hybridization to examine the transcripts encoding
different NP precursors and their receptors in the developing
spinal cord [Fig. 1 A–H and supporting information (SI) Fig.
S1]. As shown by the previous report (4), neither precursor for
ANP or BNP is present in the embryonic spinal cord (Fig. 1
A–D), but Nppc, the precursor for CNP, is present in specific
regions during early development (Fig. 1 E and F). Its transcript appears in the dorsal part of the spinal cord as early as
embryonic day 10.5 (E10.5) (Fig. 1B), the time when nascent
axons from sensory neurons just start to bifurcate after
reaching the dorsal root entry zone (DREZ); and by E12.5,
it becomes more restricted to the cells surrounding the roof
plate (Fig. 1C).
We also examined the expression of NP receptors, including
Npr1, Npr2, and the cyclase-deficient receptor Npr3. Consistent
with the previous report (7), only Npr2, the high-affinity receptor for CNP, is expressed in the DRG (Fig. S1). Like PrkG1 (Fig.
S1 G and H) (6, 8), Npr2 expression in the DRG starts at E10.5
and remains at a similar level at E12.5 (Fig. S1 C and D). Thus,
CNP is present in the developing spinal cord at the time when
its receptor and downstream signaling target are made in the
DRG, and this expression pattern correlates well with its role in
regulating sensory afferent bifurcation.
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Fig. 1. CNP is expressed in the dorsal spinal cord and required for sensory axon bifurcation. (A–H) Expression of NPs in the spinal cord and DRG revealed by
digoxigenin-labeled RNA probes for NP precursors Nppa (A and B), Nppb (C and D), and Nppc (E and F) in the cross sections of E10.5 (A, C, E, and G) and E12.5
(B, D, F, and H) mouse embryos. A sense probe for Nppc was used as a control (G and H). (Scale bar: 500 m.) (I–L) Disruption of DRG afferent bifurcation in the
lbab mutant embryos is revealed by DiI labeling at the single-cell resolution. Images were taken from the lateral side of E13.5 spinal cords. Normally in the
wild-type (⫹/⫹) spinal cord, sensory axons bifurcate (arrows) at the DREZ, resulting in 2 daughter branches that extend in opposite directions (I and J). However,
in the lbab mutant spinal cords (K and L), 1 of the branches is missing, whereas the other appears to grow normally by extending in either the rostral or the caudal
direction after turning (arrows). (Scale bar: 100 m.) (M) Quantification of the DiI analysis in I–L. The percentage of bifurcated axons is listed for comparison
between different genotypes (mean ⫾ SD from 3 litters). Almost none of the afferents bifurcate in the lbab mutants as compared to the wild-type or heterozygote
littermates (***, P ⬍ 0.001, t test). The number of embryos and the number of afferents analyzed are also included.

Loss of CNP Leads to Impaired Sensory Axon Bifurcation. To establish

the developmental function for CNP, we next examined sensory
afferents in the long bone abnormality (lbab) mouse, a spontaneous autosomal recessive mutant that was isolated in the
Jackson laboratory on the basis of its reduced body size and long
bone morphology during postnatal development (Mouse genome informatics MGI Ref. ID J:79175; http://mousemutant.jax.org/articles/lbab.html). These phenotypes were attributed to
abnormal bone development in the absence of CNP-Npr2 signaling, as similar defects were found in mice with targeted
deletion of CNP or Npr2 (9, 10) and in the spontaneous Npr2
mutant (cn) (11). Furthermore, a missense mutation was recently mapped to the Nppc gene that results Arg to Gly substitution in the receptor binding and hence the loss of CNP activity
(12). Because the general embryonic development is not affected
in this mutant, the lbab mouse provides a useful loss-of-function
model to investigate CNP functions in the developing spinal
cord.
To examine sensory bifurcation, we used the lipophilic dye Dil
to label and visualize individual DRG afferents in E13.5 embryos. As described in refs. 6 and 13, almost all of the sensory
axons in the wild-type (n ⫽ 63) or the heterozygous (n ⫽ 175)
embryos bifurcate at the DREZ and have 2 branches that extend
in opposite directions along the rostrocaudal axis (Fig. 1 I, J, and
M). However, 98% of the afferents analyzed in the lbab mutant
embryos (n ⫽ 387) turn randomly into the longitudinal track
without making the second branch (Fig. 1 K–M). In contrast,
collateral branches from the proprioceptive neurons that normally just start to sprout at this age can be still found and have
normal length and projection inside the spinal cord as revealed
by bulk labeling (Fig. S2). This phenotype is identical to the
bifurcation defect found in the Npr2 and PrkG1 mutant embryos
(6, 7) and demonstrates the requirement of CNP for sensory
axon bifurcation in the developing spinal cord.
CNP Promotes Axon Branching of Dissociated DRG Neurons in Culture.

Following the in vivo study, we next asked whether CNP can
indeed promote axon branching in an in vitro assay that was
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previously used to identify and characterize the cGMP pathway
(6). In the assay, E14 rat DRG neurons that are equivalent to
E12.5 mouse cells were dissociated and cultured in collagen gels.
They normally have simple morphology after 2 days in culture,
growing only 1 axon and on average having less than one branch
(Fig. 2 A–C). However, addition of 100 nM CNP to the culture
on the second day led to enhanced branch formation. Only 24 h
after the CNP treatment, a higher percentage of neurons generated more branches (Fig. 2 J–L) and the number of branching
points reached 2.3 ⫾ 0.1 (mean ⫾ SEM), an ⬇2.4-fold increase
over the control culture. This effect is similar to direct activation
of PrkG1 by a cGMP analog, Br-cGMP (6). In addition, it was
nearly abolished by KT5823, a PrkG1 inhibitor (Fig. S3). Thus,
CNP can indeed regulate axon branching of sensory neurons by
activating cGMP signaling in culture.
CNP Stimulates Axon Outgrowth from DRG Explants. Extracellular

cues, such as netrins, neurotrophins, and semaphorins, can
regulate multiple aspects of axonal development, including
outgrowth, guidance, and branching (14–17). Therefore, we next
asked whether CNP, a secreted peptide, has the ability to
regulate DRG axon outgrowth. To avoid the dominant effect of
neurotrophins, we cultured DRG explants in the presence of
NGF (5 ng/mL) for a day and then removed it on the second day.
Under this condition, axons grew radially from the explants but
did not form dense axonal halos that were often seen in the
culture with the continuous presence of NGF. Interestingly,
however, addition of CNP (1–100 nM) after the removal of NGF
allowed the explants to grow not only longer but also denser
axons around them (Fig. 3D). This can be best illustrated by the
halo size, which increased by nearly 2-fold in the presence of
CNP (Fig. 3 D and E).
To further test whether CNP alone could stimulate axonal
outgrowth, we next tested the culture in the absence of neurotrophins. Only 20% of explants were able to grow axons after 48 h
and none of them had ⬎5 axons that are longer than 50 m (Fig.
PNAS 兩 October 20, 2009 兩 vol. 106 兩 no. 42 兩 18017
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Following the study of outgrowth, we next tested whether CNP
could guide axons by presenting the rapidly migrating DRG
growth cones with a point source of CNP produced from a
pipette (18). As shown in Fig. 4A, growth cones from DRG
neurons normally followed a linear trajectory. Occasionally, they
changed growth directions (Fig. 4C), but the overall turning
angle is ⬇0.7° ⫾ 1.9° (mean ⫾ SEM, Fig. 4F). However,
significant turning responses were observed for the growth cones
that were presented with a CNP gradient, as illustrated by the
reorientation of the growth cones (Fig. 4B). At the end of 30-min
recording, the majority of the growth cones migrated toward the
tip of the pipette (Fig. 4 D and E) with an average turning angle
of 18.9° ⫾ 4.5° (mean ⫾ SEM, Fig. 4F) but no significant change
in growth rates (Fig. 4 C, D, and G). This attractive response is
best illustrated by the time-lapse movie (Movie S1), in which the
growth cone first reoriented itself toward the pipette, but after
the pipette was repositioned to a new location, the growth cone
was able to follow it and change its growth direction. Thus, CNP
can serve as a guidance cue to positively control the growth
direction of sensory axons.
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Fig. 2.
NPs promote axon branching of dissociated DRG neurons in
culture. (A–L) Dissociated E14 DRG neurons were cultured in collagen gels
in the presence of NGF (25 ng/mL) for 24 h and then treated with buffer
(control, A–C) or 100 nM ANP (D–F), BNP (G–I), or CNP (J–L). After being
cultured for another day, they were fixed and stained with neurofilament
antibodies. Regions of the cultures are shown at low magnification in A, D,
G, and J, whereas individual cells are shown at high magnification in B, C,
E, F, H, I, K, and L. Neurons treated with all NPs showed a significant increase
in branch formation. (Scale bars: 100 m.) (M and N) Distribution of
neurons with different numbers of branches (M) and the average number
of branching points (N) (***, P ⬍ 0.001, ANOVA test) measured from
the above cultures treated with different NPs (100 nM). (O) Comparison of
the average number of branching points in the cultures treated with
different doses of NPs. More than 80 neurons were analyzed for each
condition, and the results were plotted as mean ⫾ SD in M and mean ⫾ SEM
in N and O.

3 F and J). However, addition of CNP elicited extensive axonal
outgrowth from the explants. At the lowest CNP concentration
tested (1 nM), all of the explants grew axons with half having 1–5
axons (Fig. 3J, shaded bar) and half having ⬎5 axons (Fig. 3J,
open bar). At the highest concentration tested (100 nM, Fig. 3
I and J), all explants (n ⫽ 12) have ⬎5 axons and some even
formed axonal halos (Fig. 3I).
These 2 results indicate that CNP can mimic the outgrowth
activity of extracellular factors like NGF for DRG neurons. In
addition, this activity can be replicated by using Br-cGMP (Fig.
3J) and blocked by KT-5823 (Fig. S4), again indicating the
involvement of cGMP signaling. Finally, the activity is not
because of the increase in cell survival that might be promoted
by CNP, as TUNEL staining did not reveal any decrease in the
number of apoptotic cells (Fig. S5). Thus, CNP can serve as an
extracellular cue to stimulate axon outgrowth.
18018 兩 www.pnas.org兾cgi兾doi兾10.1073兾pnas.0906880106

related to ANP and BNP, which contain a disulfide-linked ring
structure with conserved 17-aa residues (1). Because NPs are
found in the brain and the circulation, we asked whether the
positive activities described above could be also elicited by the
other 2 NPs. By using the in vitro assays, we found that addition
of either ANP or BNP to dissociated DRG neurons stimulated
branch formation (Fig. 2 D–I) and the presence of either NP
stimulated axonal outgrowth in the explant assay (Fig. 3 G and
H). Interestingly, however, the doses needed for both NPs are
much higher (10- to 100-fold) than that needed for CNP. In the
branching assay, CNP was active as low as 1 nM whereas ANP
and BNP required at least 100 nM to show a comparable activity
(Fig. 2O). The same trend holds for axon outgrowth, as CNP
promoted outgrowth at 1 nM, whereas ANP and BNP were not
active at the same concentration (Fig. 3J). When increased to 100
nM, both NPs elicited outgrowth, with some explants making 1–5
axons and others making more, but these responses are comparable only to that of CNP at 1–10 nM (Fig. 3J). These results are
consistent with Npr2 being the only NP receptor expressed in the
neurons used in these assays (Fig. S1 and Fig. S6) (7) and
correlate well with the binding affinity of NPs to their cognate
receptors, as ANP and BNP preferably bind to Npr1 whereas
CNP binds to Npr2 (19). Thus, these NP activities depend on the
presence of specific Npr receptors.
Discussion
NPs are known for their unique function in regulating vascular
physiology, but here we report several unique activities of these
hormones in axonal development. First, we provide both biochemical and genetic evidence to show the involvement of CNP
in axon branching. In culture, CNP stimulates the formation of
axonal branches whereas in the CNP-deficient mice none of the
sensory afferents generated bifurcated branches. These 2 lines of
evidence strongly support the notion that CNP promotes branching, despite the fact that the branches formed in culture do not
completely replicate the bifurcation morphology in vivo. One
explanation for such difference is that bifurcation is a special
case of branching as previously proposed (6) and may require
other environmental cues like Slit to generate the exact branching pattern (13). To fully understand this simple yet faithful
process, further study of the cooperation of these cues as well as
reconstituting it in culture will be needed. Nonetheless, given the
identical defect found in the mice lacking the functional Npr2
receptor and the downstream target PrkG1 (Fig. 1) (6, 7), and
the restricted expression pattern of CNP, Npr2, and PrkG1 at a
Zhao and Ma
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Fig. 3. NPs induce axon outgrowth from DRG explants. (A–D) E14 DRG explants were cultured in collagen gels for 1 day in the presence of NGF (5 ng/mL) and
then replaced with the growth medium without NGF and treated with buffer (A) or 100 nM ANP (B), BNP (C), or CNP (D). They were cultured for another day
before fluorescent staining by using neurofilament antibodies. Explants treated with all 3 NPs have increased halo size (B–D) as compared to the buffer control
(A). (Scale bar: 100 m.) (E) Quantification of the outgrowth activity by measuring the halo size (mean ⫾ SEM) treated with NPs at different concentrations. ANP
or BNP at 10 –100 ng/mL and CNP at 1–100 ng/mL significantly increase in halo size as compared to the buffer control (***, P ⬍ 0.001, ANOVA test). (F–I) E14 DRG
explants were cultured in collagen gels in the absence of NGF and treated with buffer (F) or 100 nM ANP (G), BNP (H), or CNP (I) for 2 days before immunostaining.
Axonal bundles and halos can be often seen associated with induced outgrowth by NPs. (J) Quantification of the outgrowth activity by counting the percentage
of explants that grew axons (mean ⫾ SEM) in the culture treated with NPs or Br-cGMP at different concentrations (F–I). Significant numbers of explants grew
either 1–5 axons (low, shaded box) or ⬎5 axons (high, open box) in the cultures with ANP or BNP at 10 –100 ng/mL and with CNP at 1–100 ng/mL (***, P ⬍ 0.001,
ANOVA test). (Scale bar: 100 m.)

critical time of bifurcation (Fig. 1) (7), our study has clearly
established a pathway consisting of CNP-Npr2-cGMP-PrkG1 in
shaping such a simple branched structure.
In addition, we provide evidence that CNP can stimulate axon
outgrowth and promote growth cone turning. Along with
branching, these in vitro activities indicate that NPs can provide
a general mechanism in regulating critical axonal processes
during development. This conclusion is strengthened by the
expression of CNP, which is found in many regions of the
developing nervous system (3). Furthermore, these activities are
all related to the positive regulation of axonal processes and
consistent with the modulatory activities of cyclic nucleotides on
guidance molecules (20). Although it remains to be determined
how cGMP signaling achieves different morphological regulation, our result provides previously undescribed evidence to
show that cGMP production activated directly by an extracellular
cue at the cell surface can guide growth cones, stimulate axon
outgrowth, and promote branch formation.
Furthermore, our study points to broader roles of NPs in the
nervous system, as both ANP and BNP can stimulate axon outgrowth and branching of DRG sensory neurons. Because of the lack
of the high-affinity Npr1 receptor in the DRG neurons, they have
much lower activities as compared to CNP, indicating that the
specificity of the regulation can be achieved at the receptor level. As
both Npr1 and Npr2 receptors are expressed dynamically in various
Zhao and Ma

regions of the embryonic and adult brain (3, 21), our study of
sensory neurons suggests that all 3 NPs can directly regulate axonal
development in neurons with the appropriate receptors. Furthermore, high concentrations of NPs present under abnormal conditions may activate the low-affinity receptors to cause unwanted
cGMP activation and disrupt normal physiology.
In conclusion, on the basis of the biochemical and genetic
evidence presented in this study, we propose that NPs represent a unique class of extracellular cues that control axon
branching, outgrowth, and guidance during neural development. Like endothelins, another group of vascular derived
peptides that were recently shown to guide sympathetic axon
development (22), these hormones offer another molecular
link between axonal development and vascular regulation. The
identification of their neuronal functions raises an intriguing
possibility that hormones like NPs that are produced chronically in response to vascular diseases such as hypertension (1)
may contribute to changes in brain development and cognitive
functions under certain medical conditions (23, 24).
Materials and Methods
Reagents and Animals. Purified ANP, BNP, and CNP and 8-Br-cGMP were from
Sigma and KT5823 was from Calbiochem. All animal work followed the
protocols approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC)
at the University of Southern California (Los Angeles, CA) under the National
Institutes of Health guidelines. Rat embryos were collected from Sprague–
PNAS 兩 October 20, 2009 兩 vol. 106 兩 no. 42 兩 18019
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Fig. 4. Attractive turning responses of DRG growth cones in the CNP gradient. (A and B) Growth cone turning assays were carried out in the overnight
culture of dissociated E14 DRG neurons. Representative phase-contrast images with 5-min intervals demonstrate the nearly linear growth of a control axon
(A) and the turning response of a growth cone (B) in the CNP gradient created from a pipette tip (indicated by the arrows at the upper left corner). (Scale
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axonal extension (G, mean ⫾ SEM, P ⫽ 0.57, Mann–Whitney test) are compared during the 30-min period calculated for the above growth cones in the
control condition (Ctrl, n ⫽ 27) or in the CNP gradient (n ⫽ 26).

Dawley females (Charles River Laboratories) with the plug day designated as E0.
The lbab mouse was obtained from the Jackson Laboratory (stock no. 004521),
and mutant animals were generated by crossing heterozygous animals with the
plug day as E0.5. The genotype was determined by AvaII digestion of the PCR
product, amplified from primers 5⬘-CTCTTGGGTGCAGAGCTAGG-3⬘ and 5⬘AGCTGGTGGCAATCAGAAAA-3⬘ (12).
In Situ Hybridization. Digoxigenin-labeled RNA probes were used to detect
mRNA transcripts in cryosections (16 m) (6). The entire coding region was
used for labeling mouse Nppa, Nppb, and Nppc. Probes for Npr1 (1,891–2,769
bp), Npr2 (493–1,342 bp), and Npr3 (707–1,305 bp) were adapted from the
Allen Brain Atlas (21).
Analysis of Sensory Axonal Projections in Mice. To visualize single sensory
afferent projections in the spinal cord, a small DiI crystal was deposited by
iontophoresis in the DRG attached to the spinal cord of E13.5 mouse embryos
(13). The labeled axons were visualized from the lateral side of the dorsal
spinal cord in an open book preparation.
Branching Assay. E14 rat DRG neurons were dissociated and cultured in
collagen gel as described in ref. 25. After 1 day in culture, they were treated
with different NPs or other reagents and cultured for another 24 h.
Neurofilament immunostaining and quantification of branching were
done as described in ref. 6.
Outgrowth Assay. DRGs were cut into small pieces and cultured in collagen
gels in the presence or absence of NGF (5 ng/mL) and with different doses
of NPs or 8-Br-cGMP. They were fixed and stained by using neurofilament
18020 兩 www.pnas.org兾cgi兾doi兾10.1073兾pnas.0906880106

antibodies and Cy3- or HRP-labeled secondary antibodies (13). To quantify
the size of axonal halos in the presence of NGF, the radius of the entire halo
was measured at every 45° and then subtracted the radius of the explant.
To quantify outgrowth in the absence of NGF, explants with axons longer
than 50 m were classified into 2 groups: low for those making 1–5 axons
and high for those growing ⬎5 axons or axonal halos. All experiments were
repeated twice and 5– 6 explants from each condition were analyzed.
Growth Cone Turning Assay. The turning assay was performed following the
method described in refs. 18 and 26 with modifications. Dissociated DRG neurons
were grown on poly-D-lysine (PDL)/Laminin-coated glass coverslips. After being
cultured overnight, they were transferred to a heat-controlled (37 °C) open
chamber on an Axiovert microscope (Zeiss). Microscopic CNP gradients were
produced from a capillary glass pipette (1-m opening) loaded with a 10-M CNP
solution by repetitive application (2 Hz and 20 ms) of a positive pressure of 3 psi
(18). The pipette tip was positioned 50 m away from the growth cone and ⬇45°
from the initial direction of extension (defined by the 50-m segment from the
growth cone tip). Images were captured by an Axiocam (Zeiss) and analyzed. The
turning angle was defined by the angle between the initial direction of neurite
extension and a straight line connecting the positions of the growth cone at the
onset and the end of the 30-min period. Only growth cones with a net extension
⬎10 m were included in the analysis.
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